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 Born and bred into French Studies at an early age, Helena still teaches and translates with the 
vigour, energy and dedication of a rookie. In the last few years she has dedicated to international 
conferencing and translation studies having organised international Seminars and Conferences for 
scholars and professionals. 
  
 When in Australia she got impressed by the huge number of tourists, but quickly discovered its 
multicultural fabric when discovering they were all Aussies. 

  
After studying AUSIT (Australian Institute for Translators and Interpreters) and NAATI (National 
Accreditation Authority of Australia) evolution to establish themselves at the forefront of 
Translation professionalism, Helena went to Canada to find out how Teaching in Translation Studies 
can be intertwined with Translation.  

  
 Back in Portugal she went on to finish a Diploma Degree in Education and started her Masters in 
Intercultural Relations.  

  
For the past decades, Helena who is a member of CATS/ACT (Association Canadienne de 
Traductologie) has published her academic research works and presented themes to conferences.  

  
 As a linguist with twenty years’ experience in translation and interpreting services, as a Translator 
specialised in medicine, literature, linguistics, and intercultural issues, Helena has been dealing with 
alternative curricula for Translation Studies and Methodologies for teaching French as a Foreign 
Language.  

  
 After finishing her Masters' in Intercultural Studies, Helena went to the Azores, and is now 
teaching in a Secondary School. 
  
Has published a series of Anthologies on Azorean authors with Rosário Girão (University of Minho) 
and Lucília Roxo (EBI Maia):   

 Bilingual Anthology (15 authors) of Contemporary Azorean Authors, in 2011, 

 Monolingual Anthology (17 authors) of Contemporary Azorean Authors, in 2012, included in the 
Regional Reading Curricular Plan of the Azores  

 Collection of drama texts (2014) (5 authors) 

 A feminine anthology (9 islands, 9 writers) (2014) 
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